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Abstract
This 12-month project conducted detailed studies on the 22 October 1999 great storm, 5 May 2005 superstorm and 21 January 2005 moderate storm. Our main aim was to investigate the various types of perturbation electric fields and their effects on the coupled regions of the low-, mid- and high-latitude ionosphere. Our findings are published already or will be published soon with JGR Space Physics. These studies produced significant scientific results regarding the specification of storm-related electric field events, the description of resultant ionospheric features and the analysis of CTIPe (Coupled Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Plasmasphere Electrodynamics) generated model simulations.
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During this 12-month project (AOARD-14-4077; FA2386-14-1-4077), we have conducted detailed studies on the 22 October 1999 great storm, 5 May 2005 superstorm and 21 January 2005 moderate storm. Our main aim was to investigate the various types of perturbation electric fields and their effects on the coupled regions of the low-, mid- and high-latitude ionosphere. Our findings are published already or will be published soon with JGR Space Physics. These studies produced significant scientific results regarding the specification of storm-related electric field events, the description of resultant ionospheric features and the analysis of CTIPe (Coupled Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Plasmasphere Electrodynamics) generated model simulations. The manuscripts submitted received positive reviews.

Demonstrating our contribution to community knowledgebase, one of our previous AOARD funded studies is listed on MIT Haystack Observatory’s webpage among the highlighted studies of 2014 (http://www.haystack.mit.edu/atm/pubs/index.html). In this report, some significant findings are described and resultant journal articles are listed.

The 22 October 1999 great storm ($D_{st} = -228$ nT) was characterized by the development of four prompt penetration electric (E) field (PPEF) events during which the sub-auroral polarization stream (SAPS) E field had been strong. During these E field events, the repeated development of equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA), storm-enhanced density (SED) bulge and SED plume occurred in those longitude sectors that covered the local dusk-midnight hours. Thus, a well-formed EIA-SED structure exhibited a westward movement as it appeared first in the American sector and later on over the Pacific Ocean and in the Australian sector according to its local time dependence. As the SED plume plasma found its way to the polar region, a tongue of ionization (TOI) formed. In the northern polar cap region, the high plasma densities were nearly seven times of the quiet time values. Meanwhile, a less development was observed in the south. Observational results and CTIPe simulated wind vector maps suggest that 1) the enhanced growth of the EIA transported solar produced plasma to the SED bulge via the net eastward E field effects, 2) the mechanical wind effects contributed to the maintenance of the SED bulge’s high plasma densities, and 3) the combination of these factors lead to the increasingly better development of polar TOI.

We note here that these results add to our previous AOARD funded work carried out on SED and TOI features. One of our published articles is listed on the MIT Haystack Observatory_ Atmospheric Sciences Publication webpage (http://www.haystack.mit.edu/atm/pubs/index.html). This study produced one journal article that received a very positive review from Prof. J. Sojka (Utah State University).


The 15 May 2005 superstorm ($D_{st} = -305$ nT) provided an excellent opportunity to further investigate the ionospheric features of the EIA, SED and polar TOI in different storm phases and to observe hemispherical differences. Two journal articles report our results.

As reported in the first journal article, our observations revealed SED and polar TOI development prior to and during the initial phase over North America during the local evening-pre-midnight hours. Furthermore, a well-developed EIA-SED structure was observed during the main phase and early in the recovery phase in the Asian sector during the local afternoon-evening hours.
Then, the polar TOI was absent in the North because of the long distance from the magnetic North Pole but was present in the south due to the closeness of the magnetic South Pole.

Reported in the second journal article, our investigations revealed also an interesting feature of this storm. This is the development of strong positive and negative phases in the Northern Hemisphere created by the sunward streaming SED plume plasma over Asia and a well-developed mid-latitude trough over North America respectively. Furthermore, our results also revealed the simultaneous development of positive and negative phases over North America as some enhanced auroral ionization appeared in the depleted night-time ionosphere after local midnight. Based on observational and CTIPe simulation results, we concluded for this storm that 1) composition changes contributed to the formation of positive and negative phases, 2) strengthening polar convection and increasing solar heating of the polar cap region supported polar TOI development, and 3) weaker polar convection and minimized solar heating of the polar cap region aided the depletion of polar plasma.

We note here that both manuscripts received very positive reviews and the reviewers commented on the solid studies and high quality results and figures.


The 21 January 2005 moderate storm (Dst = -101 nT) allowed us to investigate EIA and SED development taking place in the American sector under varying interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) conditions. We have analyzed various scenarios for conjugate SED development when the EIA present and absent. Our results demonstrate the EIA’s significant contribution to SED bulge development and the significance of “snowplow” effects supporting SED development in the EIA’s absence. Based on observational evidence we concluded that the underlying plasma-tail reconnection, occurring during northward IMF orientation when daytime reconnection was absent, supported SAPS E field and SED development.

We note here that these results are documented in one manuscript of which preparation is still in progress.